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Friday, Qct•lber 10, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

11\111111111111111111111\llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllll\llll\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Recruiting U
Recruiters representing the following
companies Ol' agencies will visit the Center
to interview candidat~ for positions;

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Friday, October 17
GULF OIL CORPORATION-Acctg,,
'Bus. Admiu. with Acctg. Minor~ Geology,
Geo-Physics Gcol. Engin., ChE, ME (BS,
MS) CE, Pet. E (BS)
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA
LAKE, CALIF.-EE, ME, AE (BS,MS,
PhD), Physics, (BS. 1\!S, PhD)
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB·
ORATORY, PORT HUENEME, CALIF.
-EE, CE, l\1E (BS, MS, PhD)
CHEVRON OIL COMPANY, WESTERN
DIV.-Bus. Admin., ChE, Me, (BS, MS),
·CE, EE, (BS, MS)
Monday, October 20
EDGERTON. GERMESHAUSEN &
!lcRIER, INC. EG&G-EE (BS, MS, PhD)

TEXAS EASTMAN COMJ'ANY, DIVISION OF EASTMAN KODAI;: CO-ChE,
ME (BS MS), Ch~m. (MS, :PhD)
ARMY SPECIAL SERVICES, Dl<iJ'T.
OF THE ARMY-Liber~l Arts, (BA),
Fine Arts (BA, MAl
Tuesday, October 21
GENERAL DYNAMICS-BE, ME, (BS,
MS, PhD). Muth., Physir.,, CE CMS, PhD)
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
-EE, ME, CE, IE (BS, MS)
TEXAS WATER RIGHTS COMMISSION
-CE, Gen. Engineering (BS, MS)
CITIES SERVICE OIL COMPANYCE, EE, ME, ChE (BS, MS)
Monday, October 27
PPG, INDUSTRIES-ChE, EE, ME,
Math., Chern, Acctg.
MOTOROLA INC., GOVERNMENT ELECTRONICS DIV.-EE (BS, MS), CORP.
ACCOUNTING-Acctg. (BBA), SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS DIV.-EE,
Physics, ChE, Mct.nllurgist (BS, MS) for
Training Program, EE, Physics, ChE,
Metallurgy, Chern, (BS, 1\!S, PhD) ior <li·
rect placement
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADnUNISTRATION-EE, ME, CE (BS), Acct.,
1\!gt. (BBA)

~RENT-A-TV

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run, If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is• reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
worda to 10,
TERMS: Payment must be mnde in
full prlor to insertion of advertisement.
Classified Advertising
UNM P .0. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.JI!. 87106
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159, n!temoons preferably or mail.

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
' Ll>wer Montblv Rate

Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business

Buck's .TV Rentals

For Free Estimates

268"-4589
Color Available

Call 255·6364

TEREDSONIC
EQUIPMENT
sees

MENAUL BLVD., N.E.

PHONE: 2&8·4227
STEREO SOUND iS OUR SPECIALTY
Amplifiers: Scott, HC!~mon Kardon, Monarch, Panason!c
Car Stereos 8 Track or Cassettes
Tope Recorders: Roberts, Ampex, and Norelco
Reel to Reel 8 Track and Cassettes
Miracord Record Changers and (EMI)
Benjamin Speakers
In All Sizes and Prices
Record Your 8 Track Cartridge or Cassette
Out Of Your Records Free

a

PAIITIALI.Y

PII.MlD IH
HEW MIXIC:O

l!iJSJI

'"' "' PETER

FONDA

MAli, CARRIERS: Applicants must bo
neat, physically able and willin~: to walk
designated full and halt routes ~nd must
!urnish automobile. Contact IndcpeJ!•
dent Posta! System• of America, 2422886, 730 Haines, NW for appointment.
Women and students welcomed. 10/1Q
JOB ! Ad salesmen for astral projectipn.
20o/o commission. Cali 268-4066. 10/16
COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED to sell Volkawagen bus tours to
Europe in summer, 1970. $100.00 com..
mission }ler sale. Write V\V Adventures,
P .0. Box 7~99, Austin, Texas 78712.
10/1G

RODGERS & CO. INC.
2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

5)

I

5250 Lomas Blvd. NE

Phone 877-1034

Feature at 7:50-9:55

Mi/il,.,t! Slii·Su 11
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•
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Lectures On Myths In American Literature

B6AUTIFUL GIRLS
WERE HIS REVENGE !

SERVICES

FORSALE

SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOW Complete Showing At
12:15-2:36-4:57-7:18-9:39
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

HELD OVER AGAIN

I

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
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'
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~J!~J..began
n111aD 1118

pl!lSBn!S

dirty dozen

weredonel

Sran"lllEE

BRONSON
RICHARD

BROWN CASSAVETES
JAECKEl
TRINI
RAlPH
ROBERl

OEOROE

KfNNEDY lOPEZ MEEKER RYAN
Tru.Y

CUPIT

R!IDERf

SAVftlAS WVAllfR WVEBBER

:'MN=

~JOHNSON
w~HELlER
,Fri, & Sat.- 7 & 10 pmProducedbvHVW~r
o. odlriA
\:,F,:i:,lm:_;c:;:o~mm:;:i:;:t.~t~e:e__~s~un;::d!!a~y:...;:-~6..!&_9:JP~m!_.....!.!!KE!!!rm!!!ETH:!!!,r!..vrm..;! 'K6~~~,..~?RIGH GMOM
ASUN.M.

Dr. Robert Alter, professor of Hebrew
and Jewish literature at the University of
California at Berkeley, gave the first in a
series of lectures entitled "Experiment in
Jewish Learning" to a large audience in the
anthropology lecture hall last night.
The subject of Alter's lecture was "The
Sick and The Saintly: Images of the Jew in
Contemporary American Fiction." He
defined image in two senses, that of the
arch-type, recurrent dominant human or
mythical-type being, and the Madison
Avenue or public relations image.
"In the first sense of the image, the Jew
uniquely suits the needs America has come
to feel in post-war times-an America tired,
confused, and worried about losing its sense
of cultural distinctiveness; an America with a
queeziness in the pit of its cultural
consciousness. The Jew came to provide the
ideal of American otherness, a distinctive
person, with his own language, who had
irony and pathos," Alter said.
Lone and Unyielding
In literary history, Alter said the Jewwas
the man who headed for the territory
beyond, the loner and the tough unyielding
individual who sought the mythical beast.
"By the time we get to post-war American
the frontier is closed. Again there is a
turning to the Jew as a cosmopolitan or
urbanite par excellance among us, who's
vision is working within restricted horizons,
and obtaining partial victory over defeat by

"One of the very few (films) which has dealt with the theme and the

subject (of sex). with great candor a>rld hone~ty ... I find il a very im·
portantllfm, ind!!Nl," writes Hollis Alpert, film c:llic, Saturday Review.
"Arll~!ically courageous and honest and salulary, .. a genuine moral
contribution," says John Simon, film critic, New Leader.

FINAL WEEK
Evenings 7:15 & 9:35

II
I

1

J

l

rising above it-a paradoxical cultural hero,"
he said.
Alter said, the Jew as he appears in
American fiction is a person "short on luck
and long on patience and humor, the
bristling intellectual or the very folkish,
colorful person speaking in anecdotes in
heavily accented English. In addition he
usually turns out to be a teacher."
Good-Bye Columbus
In the Madison Avenue sense of the Jew,
Phillip Roth's books are examples, Alter
said. Roth "is not a projector of mythic
images, but a social observor. It is
wrong-headed to talk about Jewish
self-hatred in Phillip Roth. There is very
little distinction between the way he treats
Jewish types and non-Jewish types."
In discussing Phillip Roth's "Good-bye
Columbus" Alter said that peoples' reaction
of, "What kind of business is this about a
nice Jewish man having an affair," was an
unhealthy one. He explained that most of
the major novels tum out to be about
adultery, and that comparative literature
could be called comparative
adultery-without labs. "Echoing behind
these criticisms of Roth is the question,
'What will the goyim or gentile say?' I'm
convinced that the American Jew is
uncertain about who he is, where he is
headed, and what he wants to be,'' said
Alter.

an ultimatum, which if
sufficiently backed up" would
have made them negotiate. "The
way the war is going now they are
making us beg and they think
they can win the war here."
He said the casualties the
North Vietnamese have suffered
would make it impossible for "the
other side to win a military
victory."
Citicizing former President
Lyndon Johnson, Yorty said
Johnson had done a very poor job
in prosecuting the war because
"he was afraid of what the
Russians would do." If the U.S.
continues to "govern its decisions
by fear of what the Russians will
do we will coiltinue to go on like
we have been.
"I don't think the Russians will
trade Moscow for Hanoi," he
added. "If we are forever going to
be cringing in fear of what Russia
is going to do, if we don't stop the
expansion of communism in Asia,
then you young kids may very
well all be in uniform some day."
Protestors
Yorty also said the U.S. should
remove all restrictions placed on
the military in Vietnam. ''1 don't
feel any President has a right to
send any Americans to Vietnam
under these kinds of restrictions
(bombing of targets in North
Vietnam)."
He also criticized war
protestors and people who oppose
escalation of the war.
"I cannot understand anyone

running around carrying a sign o.;
shouting things like 'Ho, Ho, Ho
Chi Minh' when young Americans·
are over there fighting for their
lives," he said.
"Most people who oppose
escalation of the war do so
because they don't have any
sensitivity towards other people's
kids .... As long as the kids who
are dying are just names or
statistics in the newspaper it
doesn't bother them. As long as it
is other people's kids who are
risking their lives to defend them
it doesn't bother them They say
don't escalate the war because it
would mean risking my life," he
stated.
Yorty added "the U.S. has the
power to win the war" if the
people would unite and the
military was given a free hand t!>
force the North Vietnamese
government to either negotiate or
surrender.
In other topics, Yorty said "we
have become sort of a nation of
pills. We have pills to pep you up,
pills to put you to sleep, headache
pills, and even, I am told a
tranquilizer pill you take before
you listen to the news so it won't
upset you so much."
Yorty added, "I don't have to
tell you there is a wave of
lawlessness in this country and
much of it is related to drug use."
He said "we badly need a
definitive, authoritative study of
marijuana telling us exactly if it is
addictive or not and what its
effects are."

Entertainment Funds
Reach tZero Balance'
Revenue from the Donovan
concert on Oct. 1, and the
temporary withdrawal of $5225
to cover a deficit of the cancelled
Aretha Franklin concert last
semester put the popular
entertainment committee "at a
zero balance," Sterling Nichols,
popular entertainment committee
chairman, said Thursday.
The committee also completed
pI ans for this semester's
entertainment progtam and
discussed which band to hire for
the Homecoming Dance on Nov.
14.
The Donovan concert earned
$1855 for ASUNM. "The money
will be used to make up the
deficit in the popular
entertainment budget," said Steve
Terry, ASUNM treasurer at the
Senate meeting Wednesday.
The withdrawal of the Aretha
Franklin concert deficit held over

from last semester, was made
because the matter is "now being
handled through the University's
legal office," Nichols said.
Miss Franklin was scheduled to
appear at the Arena last semester
but cancelled her appearance.
Ticket money on advance sales
was refunded.
"I don't know if a contract was
signed with her, that was last
year's committee," Nichols said.
In other action, the committg,e
voted to limit popular
entertainment sponsored activities
for the current semester to the
Homecoming dance on Nov. 14,
the concert by the Fifth
Dimension on Nov. 30, and a
possible free dance on "beggar's
night," the night before
Halloween.
The band for the Homecoming
dance has not yet been named.

Hershey: Despotic Tyrant or Stalwart Patriot?
"voluntarily" because Hershey's
draft boards were breathing down
their necks.
Few men in public life have
managed to engender as . much
controversy as the beefy,
blunt·spoken draft director.

boards to cancel deferments of
college students who engage in
antiwar demonstrations.
This brought sharp protests that
Her.shey was using draft induction
as a weapon to punish dissenters
and a federal court rebuked him
for exceeding his authority.

"Stalwart Patriot"
Admirers-and he has
By LOUIS CASSELS
many-regard him as n stalwart
patriot who has displayed great
United Press InternntionBl
firmness and foresight in meeting
Lewis Blaine Hershey, 76, has the nation's military manpower
been running the U.S. Selective needs through three wars.
Service System with an iron hand Critics-also numerous-call him a
since the World War ll Draft got dictatorial tyrant who has abused
the powers of his office. ,
underway in 1940,
Much of the controversy
Under his direction,. about 20
surrounding
Hershey in recent
millicm American boys have ~een
years
stems
from his 1967
inducte~ into the armed serv1ces.
"recommendation"
to local d~aft
Millions more have enlisted

share their antimilitary
sentiments.
He enlisted in the National
Guard, as a private, soon after
graduation from high school. He
prepared at Tri-State College for a
career iiS a school teacher, but
spent only two years in that
profession.

Brings Praise
But the "recommendation"
also brought praise from other
Americans who agreed with
Hershey's declaration that it was
time to get tough with
''long-haired, runny-nosed,
dirty-eared misfits."
Hershey was born on a farm in
Steuben County, Indiana, Sept.
12, 1893. His ancestors were
Mennonite pa•cifists from
Switzerland, But Hershey did not

Pancho Villa
The career was cut short when
be went into active military
service as a first lieutenant after
the Indiana National Guard was
called up to help cope with
Pancho Villa's raids over the
Mexican border.
Hershey was promoted to,the
rank of captain during World War
I. He was sent to France late in
191S but arriv~d just in time for

(Editor's Note: The following
article is a personality profile of
Lt. Gen. Lewis Hershey, direc~or
of the U. S. Selective Serv1ce
System since 1941. Preai~ent
Nixon fired Hershey last Fr1day
by "promoting" him to a job
which has iiS yet not been
defined.)

AKENNEfH HYMAN fiDDUCTION

,MARVIN
J11i1
JOHN

Ultimatum
"Anytime after 1965 we could
have given them {North Vietnam)

Alter Discusses Jewish Image

Students $1.50 An·ytime

.......

® .

Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty
last night said the United States
should "unite" in an effort to win
the war in Vietnam.

Yorty

CCJWaQYII
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COLOiio.rDeLuxe

Los Angeles Mayor Sam Y orty
said last night "the great
moratorium" scheduled for
Wednesday, Oct. 15 can "only
prolong the (Vietnam) war." '
Y arty, in a wide-ranging speech
which covered topics ranging from
pollution to drugs to taxes, as well
as Vietnam, told a sparse audience
in the Union ballroom that the
Vietnam war has been "very
poorly conducted" because the
United States has prosecuted it
from a policy of "fear."
He said "what we need is a
great show of unity" to win the
war because the other side is
making us ''beg" for peace
settlement and is "counting on
the dissension here at home to
help them win."

NOW SHOWING

Support Lobo
Advertisers

LAslE)oA

No. 22

Yorty Says. Moratorium
Will 'Only Prolong War'

LOST & FOUND

BASSET HOUND Puppies: For friendship, but of show or breeding quality,
298-8U8 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
4U Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/23
MINI-CORVETTE: Opel GT-1900 miko, 4
spd, disc brak.,, 102 hp. Contact Steve
Sllbaugh. 296-5893. Wlll consider older
car in trade. 10/9
1966 Sprite BRG, excellent cond., best of·
ier. 1917 Gold, SE, J"eff, 242·0857. 10/13
ACOUSTIC GUITAR and case in excellent
condition with spare strings. $90. Call

Monday, October 13, 1969
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Dune Buggy Bodies

69 MIRAGE nre now on sale for $5-rm.
206, Journalism Bldlg.
HELP ! Two UNJI! students renting house,
need roomers ! $~0 mo. 296-4056, 2989342 after 6:30pm. 10/13
THUNDERBffiD t a k i n g contributions:
drawings, litbogrnvhy, paintings- and
sculpture. Room 158, Journalism Bldg.
For large -pieces leave name and number, we will contact you.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for two
bedroom apartment ncar UNM. Call 266·
0754, 10/14
DO YOU dance 1 If not, Haley's Dance
Studio offers rates to university personnel and students. Instruction in chareha, swing. discoteque, !oxtrot, etc. 2997671. 10/14
NEW GRAD S'l'UDENT in town: wanted
-people intcresh..>d in contemporary
dr.nma.~ films, poetry, art & lite-rature to
form friday night beer and discussion
group; also wants to meet girl with
above mentioned interest and one who
likes to danec-; also i used to fence and
would care to start again. ira. davis, mall
box in phllosophy dept., office 104
hodgln. 10/13
SCUBA DIVERS UNITE! Next meeting
of ALBUQUERQUE SCUBA DIVERS
on Friday, Oct. 10; 7 PM; Hospitality
Room of First National Bank Building.
East. For detoils call: 842-8014. 10/14
VISIT SAN DIEGO any weekend in pri·
vatc airplane, share expense. 265-4851.
10/10
WANTED: Student to share house in NE
Heights area. $33 per mo. plus 1/3
utilities and share expens.,. Call 2965676. 10/10

3)

IVIEXICO

IRONING-humane rates, pickup and
delivery. Bo.gworm and Washerwoman,
Ltd. 247·8737. 10/10

RideR
~estricled

EMPLOYMENT

VW Parts-All Accessories

WALLET. Student lD 685-18·6284. $25
reward-N!> questions asked. Call 299·
1687.
PURSE LOST. Keep money. No questions. ID# 585-48-1378. 242-8865 or
242-8870. 10/10
LOST: Wedding rings. Please return. Reo
ward. No qUC!Itions. 201 Wyoming Blvd.
SE #94 or Ll>bo Office. 10/14
LOST: Black & white kitten; 8 weeks old;
long hair; in Harvard-Silver area; call
242-1557 or 277-4202 after 6 pm.
FOUND: 1969 Valley High Class Ring,
girls red atone. Call 299-6940.

Open 1:00
Future at
1:35 3:45 5:507:5510:00

6)

DEADLINE for inserting classified 4 :00
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.

2)

NEV\1

1959 Ford, tour door, good condition, $260
Cali 265-4785, after 5.

PERSONALS

1)

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE

Bob, 277-4471. 10/13
MAY WE lwlp you? Renting-sellinglisting. Residential prollf'rties. Walte1·
Duke Realty. 4704 Lomas NE. 268·3932.
10/?.S
:MUST SELIJ new o/.1 sl~e SimmonB bed,
complete. Call 277-4027. 10/10
THREE FREE kittens for pets not for
novelties; if you have homes and love
to give them care, call 242-8539. 10/10
1966 TRIUMPH SPITFffiE--good condi·
tion: fair interior, 80,000 milea, e<:onom~
ical. Cali 266·1177 evenings. $900. 10/14
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM $99.
Record chnnger, speaker system1 nm/fm
stereo tuner ( 18 wattn). input mcka for
tape-earphones, Phone 265-4685 or come
by evenings to 913 A Girard SE. 10/14

the armistice.
He remained in the Army after
the war and worked on plans for a
draft in any future war. When theWorld War II Draft got underway
in 1940, Hershey was detailed to
the Selective Service System. He
became its director a short time
later and has been running the
Draft ever since, rising in rank
from lieutenant colonel to
lieutenant general and, as
an~ounced FridaY, eventually to
four-star general.
A tall, heavy man who favors
earthy talk, Hershey still wears his
hair in. a military brush cut. But
its . once fiery red hue has now
faded into grey.
He said last May he had no
intention of retiring.
"I'll stay on until I get sick or
get fired," he declared.

I
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer.
sity year by the Board of Student Pub>
lications of tile Associated Studenl$ of
the Unive~sity of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid ai Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate is $7
for the qcadernic year.
·The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the e<litorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessr.~rily represents the views
of the Associat"<l Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico,
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Pot For Primates
By GRANT HARVEY

Only the U.S. government would throw people into jail
for smoking grass and then dole out $99,000 to study the
effects of the weed on chimpanzees, Can it be that the
Vol. 73, No. 22
Monday, October .13, 1969
government is not sure of the effects of grass on behavior? Of
course it can. Dr. Douglas Ferraro of the UNM psychology
department will research the effects on the chimps of
repeated doses of THC (if you don't ~ow what ~hat is r~ad
on anyways). If the chimps start growmg long hrur and s>de
bums, the research will probably be deemed a success in
About 70 persons from the University·
McCaffrey said he felt a major problem in many circles.
***
and from around the state met at the D.H.
the continuing campus-community conflict
The judge has laid down the truth for all. Two UNM
tli'wrence Ranch, north of Taos, over the
was that the University is often viewed as a students who were busted on dope charges were put on
weekend for the third annual Community
threat to the . status quo. He said the probation with the stipulation .that they ke~p t~eir hair cut
Leaders' Conference sponsored by UNM.
University presented a threat because "it had short. The judge said he associated Ion& hrur With dr_u~· I
Conference participants were assigned to
the potential to expose and change" wonder if this puts the judge's and my Wife under suspiCIOn?
· discussion groups and were asked to deal, at
traditional, and often stagnant vie~s of life.
***
least in the first session, with the question of
He also stated emphatically that the
The
city
police
have
always
known how seditious long hair
"Who Runs the University?"
University had in the past done a "rotten is. I know of one case several years ago in which three cops
Group leaders summarized their sessions
job" of communicating both to the outside spent a good ten minutes ridiculing a UNM student with long
at a general session Saturday night, and, it
community and within the University itself. hair as he stood nude being booked. It makes you wonder
appeared that few of the groups spent much
"The University must turn itself outwards about the screening tests cops take before being allowed to
time specifically dealing with the question of
toward the community. It is incumbent train. Any guy who likes to look at,.and make fun of another
university control.
upon the University to take professional male with no clothes on, would probably be better off in
Instead, the groups chose to busy
public relations advice from within and another profession. The language they were using during this
themselves with discussions of specific
without the University community." cheap thrill was most befitting cops, though. It reeked.
issues, past and present, at the University.
McCaffrey said.
***
The now immortal "Love Lust Poem" got
McCaffrey also said he felt the state
One
of
the
most
unfriendly
people you'll ever meet (if
attention in nearly every discussion group,
legislature had been "generous in the you are hungry) is the guy who runs the pizza joint in Okie's.
))ut considerable time was spent in dealing
dispensing of funds to UNM" in the past and I know it gets hot in there, but if a person wants to serve his
with legislative intervention in University
should not be looked on in utter disdain product, he has to accept the fact that his customers are
affairs, public relations with the outside
because of one unfor.tunate situation.
important - even if they are important only for his
com'munity, inner-University
In reference to the question of who runs pocketbook.
communication, the establishment of a
the university, McCaffrey said the students
***
Chicano Studies Department in the
in his group had indicated they did not want
Please
do
not
get
sucked
in
by advertisements by the First
University, SDS, and dozens of other
to run the university "because they have Baptist Church that appear in The Lobo with makeup similar
University-related mat.ters too numerous to
enough problems of their own" but did want to that which we use in news stories. Because our advertising
list.
to be able to talk to someone within the people simple refuse to mark advertising "advertisement" at
Mem hers of UNM's United
University who had "the clout to get done the top of some ads, I think some readers read certain ads
Mexican-American Students (UMAS) played
what they wanted done."
thinking they are editorial copy. The First Baptist Church
a prominent role in the conference with
McCaffrey
said
the
University
should
be a fine place and all that, but we would hate the
might
their proposals for reform in the College of
be
looking
at
itself
and
should
continuously
readers
to think we were pushing religion or anything else.
Education and creation of a Chicano Studies
not
have
to
operate
under
the
influence
of
***
Department. Both proposals are aimed at
fear
in
the
form
of
public
reaction.
He
said
it
The
BYU
people
are
really
wonderful hosts. It wouldn't
making public education in New Mexico
is
incumbent
upon
the
.
University
be sportsman-like to suggest we treat their team the same
relevant to the long-alientated
administration
)to
establish
priorities
with
next
year when they play here. Of course by then they might
Mexican-American students and to preparing
which
to
guide
its
direction
and
to
define
for
not be getting a warm shoulder from any university in the
ftlture teachers to teach in the barrios by
itself
just
what
it
is
a
university
is
supposed
conference. Arizona State doesn't get ecstatic when the two
implementing a College of Education
to
be.
athletic
teams meet. The ASU Student Senate responded
curriculum which would verse future
He concluded his comments by saying, negatively to an invitation to sit in the president's box to
teachers in the language, culture, and
"The
University should seek to find watch the BYU-ASU game. "It's an insult to all non-white
lifestyles of the students with whom they
agreement within its structure on students on this campus to invite senators to watch a bunch
will have contact.
fundamental principles so as to avoid of racists out on the field," said Bob Dale, business senator.
One of the most thought provoking
polarization.
addresses at the conference came from Fred
While waiting for snacks under "Der Red Roof" don't get
McCaffrey, editor of the Abuquerque News,
"Above all, the University should strive
carried
away with your amorous advances to your date. Any
in his report for one of the discussion
to improve its own internal public
employee of the firm can get rid of voyeuristic horns he
groups.
relations," McCaffrey said.
might have by watching you unnoticed through the two-way
'So You Flew A MIG From Cuba, Slipped Through Our
mirror installed on the passenger's side of the building.
Radar And Landed Here In Florida. Very Funny. Now
Scram!'
·

Editorial

Improved Internal Relations

***

Lett.!no are "1\'elcome, 'and should
be no longer than 260 worda typewrltt.!n, double spaced. Name, teJe.
Phone numbel' and adllress muat be
included, althoueh name will be
withheld Upon HQU4!11t.
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Mr. Conrad Longmire's letter in
your Oct. 8 issue must be answered
even if old arguments have to be
repeated. He says that a major
tragedy will occur on Oct. 15
when thousands of American
citizens will stop to think and talk
about. the war in Vietnam. No,
what will occur on Oct. 15 is the
exercise of freedom, in a free
society, by free and
conscience·striken Americans,
These people cannot and will
not stand by silently to watch the
killing of American men in a war
which we cannot win. This war
has been going on not since 1964
but since the 1940's. It has never
been "won" by anyone, including
the North Vietnamese. That he
continues to assert that we - or
anyohe - can "win" shows how
out of touch with reality Mr.
Longmire is. Every rationalization
for our political engagement in
Vietnam including the
once'·famous "domino" theory has been pretty much discarded.
The point of mili'tary
disengagement is to end the killing
· for which there is no political
.
reason.
The war would not hnve been
over by now, as Mr. :Longmire
suggests, if dissent had been
'

'

silenced two or three years ago. In
fact, the war would probably have
intensified, more American lives
I o st, if dissent had not
contributed to Johnson's
cessation of the bombing over the
North and his moves toward
beginning peace talks. Fighting is
now at its lowest level, and
American casualties have
decreased.
Further, as a member of Mr.
Longmire's last category of
"ordinary Americans who are
tired of war," I must say that I
don't understand his metaphor.
What does a street mugging have
to do with the war? Is he saying
that our men in Vietnam arc being
"mugged," and that those or us
who protest are turning away? We
are saying "No!" to that
"mugging," We say it softly in
letters, loudly in marches. We go
out of our way to say it.
Finally, what docs a "belief in
freedom" have to do with the
situation in 'Vietnam? It; Mr.
Longmire referring to a belief in
freedom in South Vietnam? What
freedom or belief in freedom
exists or has existed in any Saigon
government we've . supported?
Does he mean Americ'nn freedom?
That's what October 15 is all
about - the freedom to reject a
war which has nothing to do with
freedom or America.
Mrs. Catherine C. Robbins

""""

U Possesses Unique Facility
Decompression Chamber Available to Any Doctor
five days a week in a controlled
activity program here on campus.
Measurements of strength, fat
UNM posseses a very unique
content
heart and lung
facility in the Human
endurance; and change in physical
Performance Laboratory (HPL)
dimensions will be made be~ore
on campus. The laborat'?ry
and after the project. The project
includes a huge decompression
is not only helping to develop an
chamber, one of the very few
effective adult fitness program but
chambers in civilian use in the
is aiding in physiological. research.
United States,
Dr. Frank Papcsy, d1rector of
The huge compression at~;d
the rehabilitation program for
decompression chamber 1s
handicapped children at. ~<?~nson
available to any doctor in the area
Gym plans to use the fac1ht1e~ of
needing its special qualities. These
the' HPL in invest~gatmg
physiological changes m the
handicapped children t~~t :u-e
participating in the rehabilttat1on
program. Atterbom said "This ~s a
very neglected area. A stud~ usmg
our facilities would help m the
research on the physiology of
handicapped children."
Body Density
Special equipment other than
the decompression chamber in use
A conference for lawyers,
at the laboratory includes a
sponsored by UNM will be held
treadmill used to test human
Oct. 23 in Hobbs at Scarborough
strength
and endurance. The
Memorial Library' at the College
treadmill
can
be elevated and can
of the Southwest.
be accelerated to 10 mph, an
Dr
Robert A. Senescu,
ergometer a device looking like a
chair~an of the Department of
bicycle th~t applies braking lo~ds
Psychiatry in UNM's School of
to the peddler to determme
Medicine, will conduct the
Adult
Fitness
Program
endurance
and strength. !'>-n
session. Glenn Houston, Hobbs
Electrocardiograph
for measurmg
attorney, is in charge of local
The HPL is now participatin.g
heart
,
rate,
and
temperatu~e
arrangements,
in an adult fitness program. Th1s
It is arranged for all interested program uses adult volunte~rs probes that take body and skm
attorneys and is keyed to . the from the community to ex:ermse temperature.
theme of "Human Re~atlons
Applicable to the Pract1ce of
Law , It is the second such
session sponsored by UNM's
Schools of Medicine and La'Y.
The first session, last Apnl, was
held after a number of at~orneys
in southeastern New M.exlco and
west Texas suggested 1t bec9:use
attorllP.ys spend so mu_ch tl~e
dealing with matters mvolvmg
relations between people, •
Dean Thomas W. Clmstoph~r
of the School of Law. IS
coordinating the mectmg,
scheduled for 7 p.m. Dean
Christopher has been at _DNM
since 1965, formerly teac~ung at
University of North Carolina and
at Emory University.
UNM
Senescu joined the
medical faculty in 1964 when the
School of Medicine opened ..He
previously taught at Medic~!
College of Virginia and Columbm
University Medical School. .
By BARBARA MORGAN

UWill Sponsor
H.obbs Meeting
For Attorneys

qualities include one of the best
known treatments for gangrene,
and treatment of certain lung
diseases such as emphysema.
.
Recently the lieutenant m
charge of the training of the Navy
rescue team at Kirtland A.F .B.
stated the Navy divers could not
train at a depth of more than one .
hundred feet because of the
danger of the condition known as
the "bends." He also said, "The
reason for this limitation was the
lack of a decompression chamber
for emergency use,''
The directors of the laborat~ry
are very anxious to . gr':'e
information to the commumty m
the use of this rare and unique
piece of equipment. In the future
"we hope the community will use
this facility more and , ta~e
advantage of our laboratory sa1d
Dr. Hemming At~erbo!ll,
co·director of the laboratory w1th
Dr, Frances McGill.
.
· Atterbom, recently dou?-g
research at Lovelace Clinic, Wtll
continue his research on rn:us~le
fatigue at UNM. Using the ex1stmg
facilities of the HPL, Atterbom
hopes to use graduate students
and undergrads . as ~oluntary
participants in future projects.

.I

Decompression

I

The most unusual piece of
equipment in the Human
Performance Lab, is a $500,000
decompression chamber.

Scholarship
R, Jeffrey Westcott, a
third·year student at the UNM
School of Medicine, has been
named winner of the annual
Bernalillo County Medical
Association scholarship,
The $400 scholarship is given
annually by the county medi~al
association to an outstandmg
medical student. Wescott
currently is serving a ~a~diology
clerkship at Lovelace Chmc under
the direction of Dr. Frank
Mowrey.

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter
*Brushes
Discount Price2
LANGELL'S

,

2510 Central S.E.
Across frorn Johnson Gym

Training Leaders
For Plant Staff
Subiect of Tatk
Effective leadership training
procedures for physical plant
personnel were outlin.ed 'IJY the
director of the Umverstty of
Houston Physical Plant at a
Friday meeting of the ~ew
Mexico Physical Plant Supervtsors
(NMPPS) at White Winrock.
Harry F. Ebert discussed a
gram. in effect for several
~~oars 'at the University of
Houston
which has won
commend~tion for its success.
Also oil the program was Tom
Robles, regional director of t.he
Equal EmplOY!ll.ent Opportumty
Commission (EEOC). Robles
talked about the f~deral EEOC
and Affirmative Actton P.rogrRJ? 5 •
A round-table dtscusslo~
fallowed the speakers
resentations. Moderator w~ J,L.
~raught, Albuquerque, preMdest
of the Central Chapter, N PPh •
Supervisory personnel from t e
h sica! plant depar~ments pf
p ·~ate firms and public agenCies
fh~oughout New Mexico took part
in the meeting,

FASHION CLEANERS

Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection'
Alterations & Tailoring

Tuesd}l.y Special

4 Shirts for $1.00
,1349 San Matoo S.E.
255-2700

The college you can't get in to witho~t a job.
The college is ours-Western Electric's Corporate EducatiOn
Center i.n Hopewellll, NewoJuersr~:s· a campus with dorms, dining halls,
Ltke your co ege,
.
·h t •b
labs an d a l1.b. rary. u· nlt'ke yours• you can't get mto ours wtt ou a JO •
A job at Western Electric.
f . .
Our students-engineers, managers and.other pro esstona 1s. d
. d their skills through a vanety of courses, from
develop an expan
..
h ·t b · b tt r
.
ate operations to computer electromcs. To e p .rmg e e
corpor
.
. t th ugh the Bell System.
telephone service artd eqU!pmen , rio
t ffi e Or write: Coltese
For information contact your P acemen o c •
RelatioM Manager, Western Electric Co., Roo~ 2500, 222 Broadway,
New York, New York 10038. An equal opportumty employer.

l1ii\ Western Electric
~ Monu!octlif!ng and Supply Unit Of the ~ell s:-stem
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Contains Historical Letters

Between Curricula, Minorities

Library Gains Collection

Aragon Discusses Conflicts

Ton acquired the letters while
A collection of letters, giving
the l<lW·down on the higher-ups in completing his doctorate in
frontier Springer, N.M., has been history, This involved
much·on·the·scene research in
donated to the UNM Library.
Springer,
Raton, and other areas
G. Martin Ruoss, special
of
northeastern
New Mexico.
collections librarian, says the five
Ton
says
Seaberg's
letters,
. bound volumes represent a "very
important contribution" to New bound in five volumes, cover a
Mexico's northeastern corner period from 1888 to 1903. At
least three volumes are missing,
history,.
The donation was made by Dr. and Ton says they may be in
Paul Ton, a Denver Public Schools somebody's attic, basement or
teacher, who· received the letters storeroom.
Seaberg had the habit, in
from a daughter of Hugo Seaberg,
corresponding
with clients, of
a lawyer.

g!Vmg a bluntly precise, personal
evaluation of a third party's
character. "From what I can
determine he is not of much
worth but if you have already
completed the transaction you
should be prepared to sue in order
to collect," he wrote on one
occasion.
Almost as an afterthought he
concluded the letter by stating he
was not including his own bill for
legal fees in case further service
would be requested of him.

Knit yourself

#New
.,. Fresh

Aragon

No Classes Oct. 15

Ski

by

At U of Albuquerque

Bernat®
Old Letters

ski paks.
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Books and paks inspired
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SEE THEM NOW AT FINE YARN SHOPS
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You'rayoung and"
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more?
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ANTONIO'S
BOUTIQUE'
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Fashions
Fair Collection
Now on Display!!!

OFF
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and
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2260 Wyoming NE
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Frontier time letters from an
early New Mexico lawyer amuse
Dr. Paul Faun (right), and G.
Martin Ruoss, UNM librarian.

Rosenthal Requests
Public Participation

Exciting slope and
campus fashions available
your nearest Yarn Shop. Don't know how to
They'll even show you how! Many, many, styles can be
found in "SKI WITH BERNAT'' book no. 166 and 3 NEW
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Dr. John Aragon spoke on
cultural conflict and curricula at
Student Education Association
meeting last Wednesday.

. While the United States has air pollution, and the problerr>.s of
made more progress in the social effective delivery of health
and economic spheres than most services to many people,
other nations, there remain many
Rosenthal, director of UNM's
pressing problems which perhaps
new division of public
may best be solved by an administration, suggested that
approach which permits broad what is needed is a "public
participation. by the people philosophy" based on
affected in the decision making responsiveness to the needs of the
process, a UNM professor told the . people and which will get the
Friday luncheon session of the people to participate in the
Southwest Conference on federal, problem-solving process.
state, and local procurement.
"I commend the Albuquerque
Dr. Albert H. Rosenthal
Goals
program for doing that compared the contemporary scene
the people involved,"
for
getting
to Charles Dickens' description of
Rosenthal
said. "It is not
the European scene on the eve of
su
rpnstng
that there are
the French Revolution.
These may be called the "best difficulties. It is often difficult to
of times," Rosenthal said, arrive at a consensus. But the
considering advances of recent participation is important."
years in science and medical
He also described a need to
services. But they also may be imvolve "able, energetic young
described as "the worst of times" people in government at all
in the light of "rapid urbanization levels," and said UNM is
which has brought about attempting to do this with its new
unpleasant, unhappy, and programs in public administration
unhealthy crackerbox living for and public science policy and
many,'' the pressures of water and administration.

Nixon Initiates Measures
For Removing All Troops
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Secretary of State William P.
Rogers said Sunday Pre11ident
Richard Nixon has taken steps to
de-escalate the war, and aims at
"complete removal of the troops
in Vietnam."
He also indicated he does not
foresee a negotiated settlement of
the war soon and said, "It is
possible that the war would just
be de-escalated until it sort of
fades out."
He suggested dissent against
the war being expressed in the
United States is holding up any
chances for a negotiated peace.
Rogers said the President's
Vietnam policy is not designed, as
some persons have suggested, at
leaving a certain amount of troops
permanently stationed in
Vietnam.
The policy, he said,
"contemplates complete removal
of the troops in Vietnam.
Initially, though, it contemplates
· withdrawal of combat troops and
the replacement . of American
troops by South Vietnamese
troops.''
"We .have made .it clear by our
al:ltions that we are perfectly
willing to de-escalate the war,"
Rogers said in . a television
interview (Meet The Press

NBC).
"l'resident Nixon has changed
the orders from maximum
pressure to protective reaction,
which means that we are not
maintaining the· same maximum
military pressure on the enemy.
He added, however, "We have
no way of knowing" whether the
Communists are responding to
U.S. de-escalation. "But I think it
is important for the American
people to realize that Nixon has
de·escalated the war."
He said the United States
would "like very much to end this
negotiations in Paris" but added
later, "I don't see any possibility
of a negotiated settlement, at least
·
for a few months.
"I think if it is clear that the
American people support
President Nixon, the policy that
he has established and is carrying
out, then r think it is possible the .
iltiCmy wlll negotiate a settlement.
He said the communists are
confused because of the voices
raised against the war in contrast
to polls showing the American
people in support o.i' Nixon's
Vietnam policies, "They hear all
those voices and they don't quite
understand the American
system,"

The University of Albuquerque
has declared a complete
moratorium of classes on Oct. 15
in conjunction with the
nationwide Vietnam Moratorium
Day.
In a statement released
yesterday, the University of
Albuquerque News Bureau said:
"In response to the nationwide
concern, particularly in academic
institutions, over the war in
Vietnam, the University of
Albuquerque declares that a
complete moratorium of classes is
called for Oct. 15, to review the
position of our country on this
issue."
The statement was signed by
Jose Garcia, student body
president of the U of A; Julius
Gassner, vice chairman of the
faculty senate; and Walter
Niederberger, dean of student
affairs.
Under the direction of an ad
hoc committee, appointed by U
of A President Sister Marilyn
Dorion, OSF, a full schedule of
events concerning the war in
Vietnam has been planned for the
day.
Garcia said the day of activities
would begin at 10 a.m. with a
scene from the drama department
production of "Royal Hunt of the
Sun" depicting the horror and
bloodshed of the massacre of the
Peruvian Incas by the Spanish
conquistadores.
A faculty panel on militarism
in the United States will be held
at 10:30 a.m.; history of the
United States in its involvement in
Vietnam, 11:30 a.m., and a

'Laugh In' Here
For Homecoming
The Rowan and Martin show
has been signed for the Saturday
night concert of this year's
Homecoming, Nov. 14•15, by the
UN M Alumni Association
Homecoming Committee.
Other plans for Saturday
include an Alumni dance from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Union
ballroom, and the presentation of
the Zimmerman award to Dr.
Scott Momaday, 1969 Pulitzer
Prize Winner.
The Rowan and Martin Show
will be at 8:15 p.m., and ticket
prices have been set at $6, $5, and
$4.
andThe
Hontecotming:l~ili~jt~ie~
'

noer biggest name in

Hot 0ogs1'

420) Central N.E. 26!J-7410
6901 l..omas N.E. 268-6848
!J810
N.E. 268·4147

student panel concerning the
Vietnam involvement, 1 p.m.
Between 2 and 3 p.m. there
will be an open forum in the
University Center Ballroom for
public discussion on the Vietnam
situation.

Dr, John Aragon, director of
the Minority Group Cultural
Awareness Center, discussed the
center's efforts to make the public
schools aware of the conflicts
between the Spanish, Indians, and
blacks, and the curricula, in a
lecture to the Student Education
Association meeting Wednesday.
In his lecture entitled "Cultural'
Conflict and Traditional
Curricula," Aragon explained the
origin of the Awareness Center.
He said it is one of 15 similar
projects in the Southwest set up
by the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
However, the other 14 centers
deal exclusively with the problems
of blacks in America.
Aragon said the Awareness
Center, located in the UNM
education complex, has been
holding seminars attended by six
representatives from each of the
seven school districts in New
Mexico. "We are trying to make
them aware of cultural differences
not recognized in their curricula
offerings."
He referred to a theory that
people perceive themselves as they
think others perceive them,
illustrating this idea with a
description of a first-grader's view
of school.
"You are six years old and the
first people who betray you are
the people you love most - your
parents. They tell you that school
is a great place, but what they
~~nn.. are
is that

committing you to six hours of
captivity for the ne:xt 12 years,"
said Aragon, "and if you are
human, the second tragedy occurs
when you fall in love with your
first · grade teacher,· who is a
lovely, sweet-smelling lady.
No Spanish
"Now you have entered school
and· the first thing you learn is
that you, are culturally different
and that this institution values
something called English.
"We don't say anymore, in
most places in this state, 'Don't
speak Spanish.' We tell the child
what this institution values and
what the lovely lady values, and
the kid concludes that what he's
been speaking is bad. The problem
is not that most teaching aids are
bad, but that they are
devastatingly good.''
Aragon gave as an example the
teaching of a proper breakfast
diet. The teacher say orange juice,
cereal, toast and bacon are good.
"What does the child then
conclude about his breakfast of
chile verde, papas fritas, cafe con
leche, and tortillas?" he asked.
He said the end result is a

development of hatred for those
things the child attributes to his
lack of success, Aragon outlined a
four stage acculturation syndrome
that results in: 1) Bewildermentperson doesn't know who he is,
how to act, what has value, or
who to identify with; 2) Rejection
- reject all those things causing
the hang-ups; 3) Pseudo·
acculturation - person tries to
recapture what was rejected; 4)
Bi-culturate - person not only
enjoys and participates in both
cultures but actively propagates
both.
Aragon said, "I'm suggesting
that we don't throw out the
whole bag, but enrich it. There are
very few opportunities today to
do something and benefit both
sides."
"We must point out what the
traditional curricula has done in
giving a negative self-perception to
children. Let's get rid of the first
three acculturation syndrome
stages and make our children
bi-cultural or even multi-cultural. I
think we can build a better
country if we go this way, I'm
sure of it," he added.
Duhe Buggy Bodies

VW Parts-All Accessories
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Sports Editor

..

Assistc:mt Edito'r . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. , Paul Fleck
Writers •.... Bob Looney, Howie Peterson, Roger Ruvolo
Pltotographer · .......... , . . . . . . . . . . Chester Painter

No biologists in this vicinity next two games, W&S back in full
have yet been able to e:r<:plain how form Saturday night against the
a Lobo can look like a vicious Lobos.
The first half, Jackson ran for
killer one day and a whimpish
whelp a week later.
Yet this is the astonishing
phenomenon that has taken place
in the Lobo lair after a 41-15 loss
to a mediocre BYU football team
last Saturday night.
It was only last week that the
Lobos put on a display of raw
power to dump Kansas, 16·7. But
the team that made the trip. to
Provo Utah for the game agamst
BYU 'Saturday was a different
team than the one which had
out-played KU the week before.
BYU Dominates
Saturday, it was UNM's turn to
be outplayed. The Cougars socked
it to the Lobos in every phase of
the game. In the air, on the
ground, or on the scoreboard it
was BYU all the way.
The Brigham's ground assault
was led by 190-pound Keith
"Kip" Jackson. Jackson, who had
picked up 120 yards rushing to
the Y's opener against CSU before
being waylaid by injuries for the

~

140 yards over a lifeless New
Mexico defense. Although he only
picked up 15 more yards the
second half to bring his game totar

...•

I·.

UNM's talent-laden freshman
massacred a good Arizona State
freshman team, 26-6, at Tempe
Saturday night.
The Wolfpups, acclaimed by
many to be the best frosh crop in
school history, unleashed a
powerful rushing attack to engulf
the favored Sun Imps. It was the
season opener for both teams.
Five different players lit up the
scoreboard for UNM on a warm
autumn night in Tempe before an
estimated 400 spectators. It was
the first time in history a Lobo
frosh team had won in Tempe and
the first time in over ten years the
Wolfpups had beaten ASU.
"I was very pleased with the
team," said frosh coach Dale
Perini. "Of course we could have
played better but considering the
time we had to prepare for them,
we played exceptionally well."
Perini Wasn't Surprised
Arizona State was a slight
favorite to win the game but
Perini said he wasn't surprised
with the result; "We had a better
team," said Perini matter·of-factly

l'

·~

sports
fortune
By CHARLES WOOD
Lobo ~ports Editor

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over ZOO yrs. Combined
Experience
Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N;E.

Frosh Bury ASU
By Awesome 26-6

to 155, he picked up 9 more yards · back our players were getting
after beating Kansas."
than the entire Lobo offense.
"I ·don't know," Feldman
"BYU deserved to win,'' said
continued
"maybe Harry Price
Lobo coach Rudy Feldman, after
getting
h~rt
on the kick-off hurt
it was all over "They were ready
·
our
morale,
Harry has been a
•
't
..
to play and we weren .
leader on defense all year.''
But the morale of the team was
Young Team Hurts
not
all Feldman was disappointed
[Feldman was asked what
with.
"We did not tackle well,''
brought on the letdown that
Feldman,
"did not block
said
destroyed the UNM cause
well
did
not
kick
well, and did
Saturday. "When you, have. a
not
~xecute
well.
We
did not play
young team like ours, rephed
as
aggressively
Saturday
night as
Feldman "The players tend to
become 'over-elated when things we did the first three games."
Today, the Lobos begin
go well and also tend to become
for a home date
preparation
depressed when things go not so
Saturday
night
with the Utah
well. I think this is especially true
Redskins.
The
Utes dumped
when you compare some of the
unfortunate plays that occurred highly-touted Arizona State,
against BYU to all the pats on the 24·23, in Salt Lake City Saturday.

Bloodthirsty Cougars

The Cougars were out for
blood Saturday night and they
found it. The Cougars delighted
more than 25,000 cheering
Mormons at Provo by massacring
the Lobos, 41-15, for their second
WAC victory of the year.

We g~ carried away w en
you come around ...
and we love it!

As if a 44-15 whipping wasn't already bad enough, even
worse news is in store for Lobo football boo~ters. Sophomore
Harry Price, UNM's big and talented defensive end, IS out for
the season.
Harry went into surgery
Sunday morning at
Presbyterian Hospital for
torn ligaments. He 'Yas
injured on the openmg
kick-off against BYU when
he was hit by two Cougars.
Two years ago, Harry was
a high school All-American at
Iowa Park, Texas. He was
voted the outstanding
lineman in the Texas High
School All-Star game and
played all but two minutes
Harry Price
on defense in the Oil Bowl
against the Oklahoma All Stars. Last year, he was a
co-captain and co-Most Valuable Player on the freshman

Pikes Hold First,·
Lawyers Cop 5th
The Lobo's second top ten poll
finds Pi Kappa Alpha still in
command with 79 out of a
possible 80 first place votes. Phi
Delta Theta holds second place by
a shakey one-vote margin over
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and the
Do.rmitory League champion
Tewa.
Law School made a big jump
from tenth to fifth, mainly on the
results of one game, The Lawyers
crushed a strong NROTC team
Thursday with an impressive 24-0
shutout.
Sigma Chi dropped a notch to
sixth place after losing a game to
the SAE's by a single point, 7-6.

te~~ed WAC

but quietly, "We tried a little
harder and hit a little harder than
they did. It was a team effort.
We had no individual stars."
ASU got the ball on the
opening kick-off and was moving
it well before the Wolfpups'
defense began to hold. When
UNM got the ensuing ASU punt,
the Sun Imp defense held the
Wolfpups in three short plays and
forced UNM to punt. But from
then on it was all UNM.
The Sun Imp offense
proceeded to collapse under the
weight of Wolfpup talent until
late in the fourth quarter when
they narrowly avoided a shutout
with a TD. In the meantime, the
Wolfpups' offense, quarterbacked
by Craig Holland, began rolling
over the ASU defense with a
ferocious ground attack.
Hen:
Henry On 80- Yard TD
In the first period, Holland
called his own number on a
keeper and scored the first 'Pup
TD. Minutes later, Alamogordo's
Fred Henry broke loose for
another touchdown with an
SO·yard run. That was all the
Wolfpup's needed,
Fullback Randy Rhynes added
an insurance TD in the second
quarter with a score from the ten
and Donald Dungan of Artesia
closed out the scoring with
another touchdown run from the

~:~v~~~~enburg kicked UNM's

Country Barn
Barn Burger Special
Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

only

39c

Two Patties of Beef, Lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese
With a Special Country Barn Sauce

Support

Lobo football

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

........ ........ .

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~·~~··~·~·~·~·~·~·~·
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Top Ten

Defensive Player of the WeeJ.c a week ago,
Harry was one of the most valuable assets the Lobo? had on .a
sophomore-studded team. The loss of his leadership and hts
ability on the field are sure to be felt throughout the
remaining six weeks of the season.

Team
Voks
1. Pi Kappn Alpha (6-0) (7) , • , , • ,79
2. l'bi Delta Tbcta (6·1) .......... 60
3. Tcwn (6-0) (1) ................ 69
4, Sigma Alpbn Epsilon (5·1) , .. , .. 59
6. Lnw School (4~0) ........ , ....... 47
6. Sigma Chi (5-2) ................ 46

7. NROTC ,(3·1) .................... 26
8. Mother Cnrcys Chickens (1-l) •• , .21
9 Phi Gnmmn Delta (4-2) ........... 16
10. Pueblo (4-2) ...... , .............. 12
(Records nnd lint plncc votes in pnrcntht!9is)

• • •

A Phoenix group is still trying to get a postseason bowl
game for the WAC champion in the Sun Valley. The group
will make its pitch for NCAA approval in J~uary. A ~nodel
of Sun Devil Stadium, showing future seating capactty ~f
87,000, will be shipped in for th_e occasion. If the offer ts
approved, the first game would be m late December, 1970.

Today's Schedule
FIELD l
NROTC VB. Pharmacy CoUege ...... 3:30
Phi Gamma Delta VB. Sigma Alph"'
Evellon , •.• ~ ............ ~~· •••••• 4:30
FIELD2
School v.e~. N.E.s.E.P....... , , ••• 3:30
nBPI>B Alpha vs. Phi Sigma Knppn , .4:30
FIELD4
Alphn Phi Omegn VB. Mothor Careys
Chfckens ••••.• ,_,, •••••••• , ••••••• 3~30
AIJlha
Knpp,. Lambda vs. Lambda Chi
Alpha ............................. .s :ao
FIELDS
A 1nhn Tau Omcsta ""· Knppn Sigmn , , 4 :so
81
gmn Chi vs, Pi Kappa Alpha ...... 4:30

f!lw

• • •
Quotes of the Week: Dallas Coach Tom Landry on the

quarterback sneak by Bart Starr that won the 1967 NFL title
for Green Bay over the Cowboys: ."It was a dumb
call" •.. The Chicago Tribune on Ohio State's 62-0
shellacking of TCU: ''The game was not as close as the score
would indicate" ...

US-Russ Boxing
NEW YORK - The boxing
match between the Soviet Union
and the United States at Las
Vegas, Saturday 1 Oct. 25, will be
telecast live on ABC's Wide World
of Sports program, the network
$Aid last week,

opportunities for:

Geologist Graduates
Campus Interviews

Budweiser.

OCTOBER 22, · 1969

is the only beer in Americ.a
that's Beechwood .Aged

Cities Service Oil Company

(But you know that.)

An equal opportunity employer
TAAI>tMAR~

• NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE

CinES SlAVIC£ OIL COMPANY, SUI!IDIARV Of tiTI£5 SUVICE COMPANY,

Combina!lon P)o".'.t

·.

OPEN
II A.M,
DAILY

This not-too-small car is big enough for you and
your friends. And your luggage.
Yet, this same not-too-large car is small. enough
for a bu~get, Even a frugal one.
.
.
You have three standard engine choices. Four.
Six. Or VS. Depends on how thrifty you want to be.

·~~~··ng

.

Nova comes one of two ways: Coupe or Sedan.
From there, your Chevrolet dealer can help you
put together any kind of Nova you want.
·
But plan on more friends.
And.fewer fuel stops.
Putttng you first 1 keeps us first.

Monday, October 13, 1969
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The Art Museum will have a
The first concert of the year of
the UNM Orchestra, under the loan day Monday, Oct. 20, 10
direction of Kurt Frederick, will a.in. to 5 p.m. Works will be
be Friday, Oct. 17, at 8:15p.m. loaned on a first-come, first
first-served basis to faculty
in Popejoy Hall.
Gary Karr will be double bass members wishing to borrow a
picture for their office.
soloist.
Those who already have w.orks
UNM students will be admitted
by their l.D. cards. Single in their offices but would like to
admission is $1.50, Seasonal make an exchange are requested
tickets, available at the to return them to the museum
department of music office, are between 8 and 10 a.m., Oct. 20,
thus enabling the museum to have
$5.00.
The concert is sponsored by the largest possible selection
the UNM Cultural Committee and during the day.
Each faculty member is
the UNM department of music.
responsible for pick-up and
Veterans
· hanging of selected works.
The first meeting of the UNM
Veterans Association will be
Confucius
Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 8 p.m. in
Room 231D of the Union. The
"The Heart of Confucius," a
purpose of the meeting will be to
new
book by UNM philosophy
plan activities for the rest of the
professor
Archie Bahm, will be
year.
published
Oct.
20.
All veterans, studen.t and
The book, subtitled
faculty, are invited.
"Interpretations of 'Genuine
Living' and 'Great Wisdom',"
BASA Meet
presents Confucian teachings as
The Business Administration both anti-formalistic and
Students Association will meet consistent with , Taoism, thus
Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 7:30p.m. in differeing from popular
the Union Theater. Dean Robert misinterpretations.
The book will be published by
Rehder will discuss "A Strategic
John
Wetherhill, Tokyo, and
Plan for the School of Business
Walker and Co., New York
and Administrative Sciences."

Mr, John Challinor of the
United States Information Agency
will be on campus Tuesday, Oct.
14, from 2 to 4 p.m., room 1155,
Mesa Vista Hall, to discuss with
interested students possible
application for the Foreign
Service.
nmmmi:IIIEII~IUiilJ:!llllllllllllllllill!llllillllllill!l!llll'lll!ir.nH:n:nnmll!nnmnnmm
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Monday, October 13
College o£ Education meeting; Union,
.Room 231DE: 9 a.m.
Town Club Actlve:;: Union, Room 230;
Pledges; Union, Room 231D; 6:30 p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega; Union, Room 250D-E;
1 p.m.
Delta Sigma Phi; Union, Room 231A-B; 7
p.m.
Students for A Democratic Society;
Union, Room 129; ~ p.m.
Town Club Mothers; Union, Room 250C;
7 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon Pi; Union, .Room 253;
7:30 p.m.
American Nuclear Society; Union, Room
231E; 7 :30 p.m.
United Community Fund-Professional
Division: Union, Room 231C; 8 p.m.

Graduate Exam
The first testing date for the
Graduate Record Examination for
those preparing to go to graduate
school will be Oct. 25. Scores
from this test will be reported to
the graduate schools before
December 1.
Other testing dates will be
December 13, January .17,
February 28, April 25, and July
11. Scores are usually reported to
graduate schools five weeks after a
test date.
Full details and registration
forms for the test are contained in
the Bulletin of Information for
Candidates, available from
Educational Testing Service, Box
9 55, Princeton, New Jersey
08540; Educational Testing
Service, Box 1502, Berkeley,
California 94 701; or Educational
Testing Service, 960 Grove Street,
Evanston, Illinois 60201.

Textbook Needed
The

En~ish

depm:tment has

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini· WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ( $1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
159, a!ternOOILIJ preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N,M, 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Pasoment mmt be made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE £or iMerting classified 4 :00
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
69 MlRAGE are now on sale £or $5-rm.
205, Journalism Bldlg;
HELP I Two UNM students renting house,
need roomers 1 $40 mo. 296-4056, 298·
9M2 nrter 5:30 pm, 10/13
TilUNDERBlRD t a k I n g contributlolLil:
drawings, lithography, paintings and
sculpture. ltoom 158, Journalism Bldg,
For large pieces leave name and num•
ber, we will contact you.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted !or two
bedroom apartment near UNM. Call 265·
0754. 10/14
DO YOU dance 1 If not, Ilaley's Dance
Studio offers rates to university personnel and students. Instruction in chacha, sWing, discoteqUe, foxtrot, etc. 2997671. 10/14
NEW GRAD STUDENT in town: wanted
-:-People interesied in . cora-temporary
drama, films, poetrY, art & llteri\ture to
form friday night beer and discussion
group; also wants to meet girl with
above mentioned interest and one who
likes to dance; also i used to fence and
would eare to start again. ira davie:, mail
box in philosophy dept., office 104
hodgin. 10/13
SC(UBA DIVERS .UNITE I Next meeting
. ot ALBUQUERQUE SCUBA DIVERS
on Friday, Oct. to: 7 PM; Ilospltality
Room of First National Bank Buildin&'ll:ast. For details call: ~42-8014. 10/14
VISIT SAN DIEGO any weekend in llrl•
vatc airplane, share expense. 265-4851.
10/10
E. ENGINEER Wanta grad student or up.
perclassman tc shnre large, two le\'el
hoU~e. unh'. area. Exl!cnst!ll ill>prox. $75/
mo. Call 842·9210, 10/17

2)

LOST & FOUND

WALLET. Student lD 585-18-6284. $25
reward~No qu!!!ltlons asked, Call 209·
1637.
.
LOST: Wedding rings. l'lense return • .Reward. No questions. 201 W~omlng Ulvd.
SE #94 or Lobo Office. 10/14

I

r

Museum Loans

USIA
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. announced it will purchase copies
of "Hear and Now," by Fred
Morgan, from any students still
holding. the text, The book. is
E ) 1
required for Freshman
ng IS 1
courses,
Students wishing to sell the
book Should See Prof. Davis in
Bandelier Hall.

Kirtland Invites
UNM Community
To Open Forum
Interested UNM faculty and
students are invited to attend a
symposium on "The University
and National Security" Oct.
14-15·16 at Kirtland Air Force
Base.
Speakers will be UNM
philosophy professor Herbert
Alexander, University of
California at Berkeley physicist
Charles Schwartz, Father Clifford
Stevens who is editor of "Schema
XIII: The Priest in the Modern
World," MIT physicist John
Goodenough, and James
Ridgeway who is a former New
Republic magazine investigative
reporter and author of the book
"The Closed Corporation:
American Universities in Crisis."
The Ridgeway book, published
last year by Random House, is an
indictment of the modern
university which, he wrote, "looks
more like a center for industrial
activity than a community of
scholars."
Father Stevens, former editor
of The Priest magazine, will join
the staff of the Center for Pastoral
Liturgy in Santa Fe this
November. He has advocated the
creation of "theological think
tanks" to help theologians cope
with the spiritual and moral
problems of aerospace and other
sciences.
Goodenough has been a group
leader in the development of
computer components at MIT's
Lincoln Laboratory since 1952
and is the author of "Magnetism
and the Chemical Bond.''
Schwartz, a nuclear theorist at
Berkeley for the last eight years,
says he "recently converted to
political agitator chiefly on topics
of science and its relation to
government, war, and humanity,"
and has pledged not to participate
in "war research or weapons
production."
Those interested in attending
the symposium can call Kirtland
AFB, 247-1711, ext. 2249, for
more information.

RENT-A-TV~
$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depoait
Lowe:r Monthlv Rate

Buck's

.TY

FORSALE

BASSET IlOUND Puppies: For frlendehip, but of show or breeding quality.
298·8148 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/23
1966 Sprite BRG, excellent cond,, best orfer. 1917 Gold, SE, Jeff, 242-0857. 10/13
ACOUSTIC GUITAR and case in .excellent
condition with spare strings. ~90. Call
nob, 277-4471. 10/13
MAY WE help you 1 Renting-sellinglisting. Residential properties. Walter
Duke Realty, 4704 Lomas NE. 268·3932,
10/28
1965 TRIUMPil SPlTFlRE-good condition: fair Interior, 30,000 miles, economical. Call 266•1177 evenings, $900. 10/14
STEREO COMPONENT ·SYSTEM $99.
Record changer, speaker system, am/fm
stereo tuner ( 18 watts), input jMks for
tnp·e-earphonca. Phone 265•4585 or eOil'U!
by evenings to 913 A Girard SE•.. 10/14
1059 Ford, !our door, good condition, $250
Call 266·4785, after 5.
.
DISHWASllER, Portable, G.E. top loader,
good condition; Call 268-9714 after 5 :00
or weekends~ 111/13

6)
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Monday, October 13
UNION CARBlDF CORPORATION,
MINING & METALS DIVISION-ChE,
"E, Geol. En"t'n,, Geol. M. etullurgy, M.et.nl"'
P
M
lurgical Engr., Inorgamo Chern.,
mm!;'
En~:r. (BS, MS)
UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
-Cllem,, ChE, CE, Acct. (BS) Gen.tl Bus.
with us many as 12 hours o f accoun ng
TilE GENERAL TIRE AND RUBBER
COMPANY, CHEMICAL DIVISIONChE, ME, Ind. g (BS) Chern. (BS), Acct,
Ind. Mgt. (BBA)
SINGER FRIDEN DIVISION-EE, ME
(BS, MS) ,'Industrial Engineering (US)
Tuesday, October 14
CABOT CORPORATION-ChE, ME, CE
(B~kv~~~JM~kTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMIN., COAST & GEODETIC
SURVEY-CE, EE, ME, Meteorology,
I ted PhysMath, Physics, Oceonograph Y rea
leal
Sciences
(BS,
MS)
suiPYARn
LONG BEACil NAVAL u
uCE, ME EE (BS, MS)
UNIVAC, DIV. OF SPERRY RAND
CORP. FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV.-EE
(BS, M::ll Com. Sci.
INTERNATIONAL TELEPilONE &
TELEGRAPH CORP,-EE, ME, IE, Phys·
ics (BS, MS)
TilE GENERAL TlRE & RUBBER COM·
PANY, CHEMICAL DIV.-ChE, ME, Ind.
E. (BS) Chern. (BS), Acct., Ind. Mgt.
(BBA) ·
Wednesday, October 15
BETilLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
--ChE, ME, EE, CE, Math., Physics,
Chem.,(BS, MS)

~6~in(~~A: -lin~i' fo':'''C';~u~e~'t.:r'~r;~

Line
R C (WELL AU
NORTil AMERICAN 0 I
'
•
•
TONETICS DIV.-EE, Physics, (BS, MS,
PhD), ME (MS, PhD.\ Applied Math
(MS)
LOS ANGELUS, SPACE &
ROCI6;JTDYNE DJV.-)11E, EE (BS,
MS) CE (BS)
UNITED STATES STEEL COR!'ORA·
Cl len>., Acc t. , Gen •
TION-Mnth , Ph ys1cs,
nue., Ind. Admin. ChE, CE, EE, ME
(BS, MS)
Friday, October 17
GULF OIL CORPORATION-Acctg.,
Bus, Admin. with Acctg. Minor, Geology,
Geo-Physics Gee!. Engin,, ChE, ME (BS,
MS) CE Pet. E (BS)
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CillNA
LAKE CALIF.-EE, ME, AE (BS,MS,
PhDJ.'Physics, (US, MS. PhD)
NAV:AL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAUORATORY, PORT HUENEME, CALIF,
-EE CE, ME CBS, MS, PhD)
CilEVRON OIL COMPANY, WESTERN
DIV.-Bus, Ad m1n., ChE'• Me, (BS• MS) •
CE, EE, (BS, MS)
Monday, October 20
EDGER T 0 N. GERMESliAUSEN &
GRIER, INC. EG&G-EE (BS, MS, PhD)
TEXAS EASTMAN COMPANY, DIVISION OF EASTMAN KODAK CO-ChE,
ME (BS, MSI, Chern. (MS, PhD)
ARMY SPECIAL SERVICES, DEPT.
OF TilE ARMY-Liberal Arts, (BA),
Fine Arts (BA, MA)
Tuesday, October 21
•
GENERAL DYNAMIC8--EE, ME, (BS,
MS, PhD), Math., Physics, CE (MS, PhD)
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
-EE, ME, CE, IE !BS. MS)

"Didn't Understand"
Herrera said he had been asked to sign a
statement releasing his medical records to
the • University during a meeting with
Physical Plant management on July 9 of
this year. Herrera, who testified at
yesterday's hearing through translator

Ballejos, said he did not sign the statement
at the meeting because "I didn't
understand it and felt I should take it to
someone who did."
Smith says according to University
policy, Herrera will have to sign the release
on his medical records so that there can be
medical substantiation that his injury was
job-related. Smith says Herrera cannot
receive compensation from the University
until it is estab'Yished that his injury was
job-related.
Herrera has been unemployed since
June 10 of this year because of what he
claims to be a job-related injury incurred in
an accident on Dec. 19, 1967. He· has
received no disability compensation from
the University and Smith says he will not
receive any until he signs a release on his
medical records.
Smith said Herrera is eligible to receive
disability compensation, $45 a week for
100 weeks, if his accident can be
established to be the reason for his
disability.
Smith said such compensation could be
paid from the last day of Herrera's
employment on June 10 of this year.

"There are avenues available to help
Herrera if he will cooperate to the extent
of releasing his medical records. I don't see
what Herrera is gaining personally by
refusing to release his medical records,"
Smith said.
Herrera replied that he would continue
to follow his lawyer's advice on
withholding the records because "I don't
have anyone else to follow right now.''
During yesterday's hearing, Smith and
Herrera clal'fled on whether. Herrera had
taken out sick leave shortly after the
accident or not until nine months later.
Herrera said he took sick leave on Dec.
20, 1967, the day after the accident. He
said that fifteen days after the accident he
was informed by Physical Plant
management that he would. have to go back
to work or lose his job.
Smith said Physical Plant records show
that Herrera did not take any sick leave

until August, 1968. Smith said Herrera had
been summoned to a n:ieeting with Physical
Plant management on July 9, 1969 and
"made aware of the possibility of receiving
compensation benefits."
-

Smith said yesterday, "I can assure you
publicly that the University will help
Herrera by advisement and on the basis of
whether or not his claim can be medically
substantiated."

Release Not Signed
Smith said testimony from that meeting
indicated that Herrera had been asked to
return the following day and sign the
statement releasing his medical records.
Smith said Herrera agreed to sign the
statement at the time, but later said he had
reconsidered and would not sign the
release.
Smith added that Herrera had been
asked if he understood the statement.
Smith said Herrera's wife, who was present
at the meeting, said that if Herrera did not
understand it, she did.
Herrera said he was afraid when he :was
asked to attend the July 9 meeting because
of "the cruel treatment that the Physical
Plant employees had been subjected to by
management."
During the first part of yesterday's
hearing, Herrera said he had been
transferred to a more difficult assignment
in the Student Health Service Building
after his injury and a request for transfer,
on a doctor's advice, for "an easier job."
Smith said Herrera had been transferred
to the building because it had an elevator
and would make work easier for Herrera
because he would not have to walk as
much, Smith said Herrera had previously
worked with a custodial crew that was
responsible for cleaning several campus
buildings,

Asks for Help
Bal!ejos said Herrera had worked as a
laborer, truck driver, roofer, and assistant
mechanic since he was first employed by
the University in 1952, (The Lobo
reported incorrectly on Oct. 9 that Herrera
had worked at UNM only as a custodian.)
At the conclusion of yesterday's
hearing, Herrera said, "I am asking the helP
of the students for myself and for all the
workers.''
Smith said. he labeled SOC's leaflet as
fabricated because he could "find no proof
of the cruel oppression that Physical Plant
management had allegedly imposed on
Herrera."
"I objected to the statement because I
think it is possible to make a tough enough
case without distorting facts," Smith said.

No Welfare Aid
Herrera said yesterday "no one from the
New Mexico Rehabilitation Center is trying
to get me welfare aid.''
Herrera also said he had filed one report
with Physical Plant management and he
felt he did not have to sign another one.
Smith said the form Herrera filed was an
accident report and not a claim for
compensation benefits. Smith said last
week the University could do nothing for
Herrera until he filed a compensation
claim.

Sherman Smith

A two hour collection of award-winning new
shorf films by young independent film makers.
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Friday & Saturday-7 & I 0 p.m.

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~-TIMES STARTING-~-

PLACED BY---~---·----

No.23

Tuesday, October, 14, 1969

Vol. 73

Sunday-6 &9 p.m.
$1 for students with ID
$1.50 general admission

ENCLOSED $•--:--~-

Former Physical Plant employee Jose
Herrera, through translator Gilberta
Ballejos, yesterday said he is withholding
his medical records from the University on
his lawyer's advice and because he is
"afraid to sign a release on those records,"
Herrera's remarks came during a
two-hour hearing in the Union Ballroom
between Herrera and UNM Administrative
Vice·President Sherman Smith. UNM's
United Mexican-American Students
( UMAS) and Student Organizing
Committee (SOC)' last week challenged
Smith to a public hearing on Herrera's
behalf after Smith charged that an SOC
.leaflet about Herrera contained "largely
fabricated" information,

NE\N
MEXICO

EMPLOYMENT

JOB I Ad salesmen for astral proje<ition.
. 20% c<•mmission, Call 26S~4056. 10/16
Cot,t..EGE ltEPRESENTATIVES NEED·
ED to sell Volkswagen bus tours to
Europe in eumme'r, 1970. $"100.00 commission per sale, Writ<> VW Adventures,
P.O. Box 79991 Auatin, Texas 78712,
10/16

Lawyer Tells Herrera Not To Sign Release

Jose Herrera

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

Medical Records Focus of I-lea ring

Available Avenues

Rentals

FOUND: 1969 Valley High Class Ring,
girls red stone. Call 299-6940.

5)

Recruiters representing the following
companies or nmmcies will vlsi~ 1hc Center
to interview candidates for posJttons:

268-4589
Color Available

LOST: Black & white kitten: 8 weeks old:
long hair; in Harvard·'Silver. area; call
242-1557 or 277-4202 after 6 pm,

URGENT I LOST: 1 set ot car keys and
three keys marked ustate Property,. be
tweett the Anthropology Bldg. and Administration Bldg, at 8; 30 AM, Friday,
Oct. 10. Reward for re<overy, $10. Call
277-4102 or 299-5880.

Recru•lt"lng U

FEDERAl· PACIFIC EI,ECTRIC COM.
PANY-Mg, l"E
US Di<:P'.l'. OF AGRICUI,TURE, OFFICE 'oF THE INSPIWTOR G~"::-mnALBBA in 1\.<:<'t!':. for Auditor. JlOBlttons, Law,
Gen. Bllil., Acctg, for Spcctnl Agent$
Thursday, October 16
CONTINEN'.l'AL OIL COMPANY, CON·
OCO-Bus. Admin, Stat., Math., Computer
Sci.. & I~nginecring for Central Computer
Dept., ChE, Pet. Hcf. Epgin. for ~rpcess

Moratorium Activities
The following is a list of Vietnam Moratorium Day
activities tomorrow at UNM and the University of
Albuquerque (U of A).

UNM

9 a.m. - Symposium on the draft, Moot Court Room,
Law School.
11 a.m. - Rally on the Mall in preparation for the
march through Albuquerque.
11:30 a.m. -Panel discussionand open forum on "The
History of Our Involvement in Vietnam," Union Ballroom.
1:30 p.m. ~ Panel discussion and open forum on
"Practical Means of Ending the War," Union Ballroom.
2:30 p.m.·-· Panel discussion and open f01um on "The
Impact of the War on the Attitudes of Youth Toward
Obedience of Law," Union Ballroom.
3:30 p.m. - Panel discussion and open forum on
"Constitutionality o£ the Draft," Union ballroom:
Continuoosly from 10 a.m. -Movies in Union Theater
on "The Face of War" arid "Hanoi 13."
UofA
10 a.m. -Prayer in U of A Theater followed by a scene
from the play "Royal Hunt of the Sun."
10:30 a.m. - Faculty Panel on "Militarism in the
United States" in ballroom.
11:30 a.m. -Faculty Panel on "History of Involvement
in Vietnam" in ballroom.
1 p.m. - StuC->nt Panel on Vietnam, balh·oom.
2 p.m. -Open \'orum in baJ.lroom.
3;15 p.m.
Musical, "Dona Nobis Pacem/' in
ballroom.
. 4 p.m. -· Memorial mass said by U ~f A chal?lain,
Father Bean, foll'owed by communal supper m cafetena.
Other Activities
12 Noon - Gathering of people at the Albuquerque
· Civic Auditorium for a march through downtown
Albuquerque to Robinson Park (Central and Eighth
Streets) to be followed by a rally and speeches.
3 p.m. - Live broadcast by KGGM Radio of panel
· .discussion concerning Vietnam and U.S. involvement.

Clergyman Will Keynote
Moratorium Day Plans~
Rev. Richard Fernandez,
executive secretary of the Clergy
and Laymen Concerned About
Vietnam, will be the keynote
speaker during the Vietnam
Moratorium Day tomorrow.
Fernandez will speak on the
mall or in the Union, His speech
will follow an evening torchlight
march around campus.
Fernandez was the initiator of
three convocations, held in
Washington, D.C., for clergy and
laymen. The convocations
centered around the Vietnam war,
He was also a member of peace
delegations to the Paris peace
talks.
Draft Forum
The law students have
announced an open forum on
"the legal and practical aspects of
our dtaft system, or. . . you can
catch your death in the draft."
The forum will be held on
Moratorium Day at 9 a.m. in the
Moot Court room ot the Law
School.
The Law School forum was
endorsed last night by the
moratorium committee.
Lou Marjon, one of two law
students coordinating the forum
said, "This will be an informative
discussion on the Selective Service
System, and in particular it's·
procedures which affect all the
youth ,of today.''

The discussion will center on
the theme of dissemination of
"what should be general public
knowledge on the draft system,"
said Marion.
"General Knowledge"
Some little known facts about
the rights of draftable young men
will be discussed. "Often this
information is very difficult for
the average person to find, and is
seldom disclosed by the draft
boards themselves," said Marion.
Several Albuquerque attorneys
have been invited to speak on
Selective Service procedures from
both the practical and theoretical
point~< of view.
Religious Service
Another highlight of
Moratorium Day will be an
interdenominational religious
service for peace. The service will
begin on the mall at 5 p.m.
Five campus clergymen,
representing the Episcopalian,
Lutheran, Methodist, Roman
Catholic, and Reformed
Traqitional denominations will
offer a communion service, within
a liturgy they composed jointly,
Musicians and singers from
UNM religious organizations will
accompany the service.
The reading of the names of all
New Mexico servicemen killt!d in
Vietnam will follow a Jewish

prayer at 5 p.m. The
interdenominational service · will
terminate with the Kiss of Peace,
and the release of 1000 balloons
imprinted with "peace."
Torchlight March
A torchlight march around
campus will follow the service.
The march will begin under the
bell on the mall, and will proceed
past the library and dorms. The
march will end on the mall,
At noon Wednesday, a march
through downtown Albuquerque
will originate close to the Civic
Auditorium. The march will end
at Robinson Park.
Moratorium Day at UNM will
be observed with movies and
panel discussions centering on the
war.
Panels
Several of the panels are: "the
history of our hlVolvement in
Vietnam,'' "is there a practical
way to end the war," "the impact
of the war on the attitudes of
youth toward obedience of law,"
and "constitutionality of the
draft."
·
.
.
Speakers and informatwn will
be avAilable to Albuq!lerql:'e
public schools. Bill P1.ckens,
Moratorium Day co·cha1rman,
said last night seven ~lbuqu,e~q.ue
high schools are plannmg act1V1t1es
in coltnection with the
moratorium.

